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Peter Muilenburg has lived in the Virgin Islands for almost 40 years, building boats and sailing his

gaff-rigged ketch throughout the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, and along the African coast. Here

are his true tales, many previously published in magazines such as Islands, SAIL and Reader's

Digest. Peter's passion for the sea, the stars, his family, his boat and the islands themselves is

mirrored in his sensuous prose, his ear for dialogue, and his talent for transporting the reader to the

place and time of his Caribbean imagination, and to his wondrous insights into island (and

everyday) life. * * "DELIGHTFUL . . Muilenburg has the enviable ability to write as if he were talking

with a friend . . immerse yourself in the world beyond, and a life lived simply but full of riches." SAIL,

12/05 * "SEAWORTHY . . During their adventures, Muilenburg and his wife, Dorothy, find

themselves building boats, raising two sons . . and narrowly escaping would-be disasters . . Many of

the 32 stories are full of intriguing encounters . . With his self-deprecating humor and zest for life,

Muilenburg's collection is an entertaining read that will make you want to set sail." ISLANDS, 06/05 *

"I don't know when I have enjoyed a book of stories more than 'Adrift' . . The tales revealed are

warm, human, poignant and hysterically funny . . The accompanying black and white photos . . lend

a dreamy and exquisite aura to the pages . .This book is a wonderful way to get away from it all and

I cannot praise it enough." ALL AT SEA, 07/05 (see below). * "The author . . has the generous

outlook of a seasoned world traveler . . [A] book I would heartily recommend to all cruisers and

armchair sailors . ." CARIBBEAN COMPASS, 10/05 * "[This] incredible book . . is probably one the

best books to come out of St. John, ever." St. John Sun Times, 5/20/05. * "Read this book . .

Muilenburg deserves an A+." Paul Leary, The Daily News (St. Thomas), 3/22/05.
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Peter Muilenburg has lived in the Virgin Islands for almost 40 years, building boats and sailing his

gaff-rigged ketch throughout the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, and along the African coast. Here

are his true tales, many previously published in magazines such as Islands, SAIL and Reader's

Digest. Peter's passion for the sea, the stars, his family, his boat and the islands themselves is

mirrored in his sensuous prose, his ear for dialogue, and his talent for transporting the reader to the

place and time of his Caribbean imagination, and to his wondrous insights into island (and

everyday) life. * * "DELIGHTFUL . . Muilenburg has the enviable ability to write as if he were talking

with a friend . . immerse yourself in the world beyond, and a life lived simply but full of riches." SAIL,

12/05 * "SEAWORTHY . . During their adventures, Muilenburg and his wife, Dorothy, find

themselves building boats, raising two sons . . and narrowly escaping would-be disasters . . Many of

the 32 stories are full of intriguing encounters . . With his self-deprecating humor and zest for life,

Muilenburg's collection is an entertaining read that will make you want to set sail." ISLANDS, 06/05 *

"I don't know when I have enjoyed a book of stories more than 'Adrift' . . The tales revealed are

warm, human, poignant and hysterically funny . . The accompanying black and white photos . . lend

a dreamy and exquisite aura to the pages . .This book is a wonderful way to get away from it all and

I cannot praise it enough." ALL AT SEA, 07/05 (see below). * "The author . . has the generous

outlook of a seasoned world traveler . . [A] book I would heartily recommend to all cruisers and

armchair sailors . ." CARIBBEAN COMPASS, 10/05 * "[This] incredible book . . is probably one the

best books to come out of St. John, ever." St. John Sun Times, 5/20/05. * "Read this book . .

Muilenburg deserves an A+." Paul Leary, The Daily News (St. Thomas), 3/22/05.

Very descriptive set of sailing adventures from the Caribbean to Africa and South America for a

teacher and his family. Each chapter has a different part of their journeys and introduces us to the

main characters and some of the characters who they had met. This is the kind of story that would

be great reading on a beach, vacation or just for those times to take your mind off things. I highly

recommend this and hope my kids enjoy it too. For adventurers of all ages.

I found Peter's writing wonderful, and enjoyed his sailing stories. My reason for three stars is that

more than half the stories center around his dog, saving his dog, his dog's bark, etc. etc.

Real life stories from a man, and his family, who lived the dream on a caribbean island.



The first time I picked up Peter's excellent work I flipped open to the middle and began reading

about guerillas in Venezuelan mountains, and thought to myself, "This isn't something I want to read

about." I laid it back down. Shame on me! I almost missed a real treat. Recently, I was given a copy

as a going away present before moving back stateside from the Virgin Islands, and from the time I

opened it on the ferry ride from St. Thomas to St. John I scarcely laid it down, save to sleep. I found

myself totally mesmerized by Peter's magically descriptive prose that indelibly imprinted on my

mind's eye scenes of the excellent adventures he shares here. His unique perspectives on life

aboard his homebuilt sailing vessel, Breath, sailing around the Caribbean and beyond,from the

miraculous recovery of his boat dog, Santos, after losing him at sea, to raising his sons on a boat

had me alternately laughing out loud and then in tears. The lively manner with which he shares his

stories, as if talking to a close friend, captivated me, and his anecdotes re-conjured for me the

essence of the sea faring life that I have so loved. Thank you, Peter, for sharing your sojurn with us

all.

"Adrift on a Sea of Blue Light" by Peter Muilenburg.Reviewed by Nancy TerrellI don't know when I

have enjoyed a book of stories more than "Adrift on a Sea of Blue Light". Perhaps it is because

sailing is also my passion or it may be that taking a good book in hand is just a wonderful way to

spend the day - either way this collection of nautical tales recounting the lives of Peter and Dorothy

Muilenburg, their sons Diego and Raff, their adorable Schipperke Santos and the love of their lives,

their 42' gaff rigged ketch BREATH, is about as good as you can get. The book is rich in lore and

love - life of a simpler kind - the way it was when many of us arrived in the Caribbean decades ago.

The tales revealed between its covers are warm, human, poignant and hysterically funny. I found

myself laughing out loud picturing Santos chasing donkeys out of the Muilenburg's beach house

and frolicking with an elephant on the beach in St. Lucia.Ironically, when I first moved to St. John in

the mid 80's, from St. Croix, my friends and I took a delightful day charter on BREATH. Peter,

Dorothy and I had much in common as we had been Freedom Fighters in Mississippi in the 60's.

While I missed being jailed, like Peter was, I was equally incensed by racial injustice. Being also a

teacher, like Dorothy, I admired how she had started Pine Peace School in St. John. Here are two

people that actually live life, not just exist through it. They both have passion - for the sea and their

family and friends. This wonderful reverence for the adventures of just plain being alive shines out

on every page of this book.Having lived in the Virgin Islands since 1968, Peter built BREATH, one of

the largest boats ever to be constructed on St. John, on the beach at East End. During the past two

decades she has become a part of St. John's sailing lore. I see this beauty often; with her tan bark



sails, taking charters up the Sir Francis Drake channel in the BVI.Besides chartering, they made two

round trip voyages to the Mediterranean and West Africa, as well as numerous voyages between

North and South America. Her longest voyage,1989-1991, took them to the Azores, throughout the

Mediterranean and Aegean Seas, as well as hundreds of miles up the Gambia River in West Africa.

In 1995-1996 she went again across the Atlantic, visiting new locations---Galicia, Morocco,

Lanzarote and Guinea-Bissau. BREATH has sailed often to Venezuela, Jamaica and all through the

Bahamas as well as a voyage of mercy to a Haitian children's hospital during the '94 blockade

carrying antibiotics and crutches donated by the VI Rotary.The happenings of these voyages have

been turned into delightful narratives in this book, many of them having been first featured in

publications like Readers Digest, SAIL, Islands, Americas and American Way. Here are sea stories

filled with adventures of another day and time and of characters that became entwined with the

Muilenburg family and the sea. The accompanying black and white photos, by photographer Don

Brown, lend a dreamy and exquisite aura to the pages.While each chapter can be read separately,

the tales are arranged in a sequential order that forms a continuum of a way of life spent adrift - but

not without direction - on the sea of life. Whether you are cruising, want to buy a gift for someone

special or just want a great read - this is the book for you. Several of the anecdotes are so

memorable that I have reread them just to lighten my day. This book is a wonderful way to get away

from it all and I cannot praise it enough. Hats off to you, Peter. What a fine life you have enjoyed.

I discovered Peter Muilenburg's writing some years ago through his articles published in "Sail"

Magazine and other periodicals. What a treat to have a collection of these and other stories from

this wonderful author! The book is full of adventure, humor and cosmic coincidence. Sentient

creatures, mystic landscapes and luminous expanses of sea frame Muilenburg's unique view and

these lucent visions linger long after you put the book down...a deep cleansing-breath of a book.

True stories of giant sea turtles, squalls and storms, dark African rivers, Caribbean life and the many

adventures and talents of a beloved salty dog named Santos, tell tales of lives richly lived. I read to

my father from "Adrift on a Sea of Blue Light" during his last days; a world traveler for many years it

was wonderful to transport him to these places and events, to the mystic pull of the sea, life's

lessons great and small, and the wonders of creation seen through the eyes of an ancient soul.
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